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We analyze the gamma-ray sky at energies of 0.5 to 50 GeV using the undecimated wavelet transform on the sphere. Focusing on the inner 60
• × 60
• of the sky, we identify and characterize four separate residuals beyond the expected Milky Way diffuse emission. We detect the Fermi Bubbles, finding compelling evidence that they are diffuse in nature and contain very little smallscale structure. We detect the "cocoon" inside the Southern Bubble, and we also identify its northern counterpart above 2 GeV. The Northern Cocoon lies along the same axis but is ∼ 30% dimmer than the southern one. We characterize the Galactic center excess, which we find extends up to 20
• in |b|. At latitudes |b| ≤ 5
• we find evidence for power in small angular scales that could be the result of point-source contributions, but for |b| ≥ 5
• the Galactic center excess is dominantly diffuse in its nature. Our findings show that either the Galactic center excess and Fermi Bubbles connect smoothly or that the Bubbles brighten significantly below 15
• in latitude. We find that the Galactic center excess appears off-center by a few degrees towards negative . Additionally, we find and characterize two emissions along the Galactic disk centered at +25
• and −20
• . These emissions are significantly more elongated along the Galactic disk than the Galactic center excess.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic radiation has allowed us a gateway to the mysteries of the Universe since time immemorial. Over the ages, we have become sensitive to radiation of increasingly higher energy. The highest energy photons are classified as gamma rays. Gamma-ray astronomy started in 1961 with 22 events observed by Explorer 11 [1] . This was followed by OSO-3, which observed 621 photons and provided the first proof of emission from our own Milky Way [2] . Observations ensued with the SAS-2 [3] and COS-B [4, 5] instruments, and, upon the launching of the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO), the BATSE [6, 7] , OSSE [8] , COMPTEL [9, 10] , and EGRET [11] [12] [13] instruments continued this exploration. At the highest energies, CGROs' EGRET was followed by the Fermi Large Area Telescope (Fermi-LAT ), aboard the Fermi Gamma Ray Space Telescope. The number of recorded events from the end of the X-ray spectrum up to tens of GeV has grown exponentially with time. The LAT instrument alone has collected 160 million CLEAN class events above 50 MeV since 2008. This growth in recorded events has allowed us to develop statistical techniques for analyzing both the spectral and the morphological information in the gamma-ray data.
Gamma ray photons are produced in some of the most energetic phenomena in the Universe. This emission can be categorized by whether or not the source is large compared to the angular resolution of the observing instrument: a source is either a "point source," localized well within the point spread function (PSF), or "diffuse." Diffuse gamma-ray emission is expected to originate from * Corresponding author: bbalaji1@jhu.edu cosmic rays (CRs) propagating in the Galaxy and interacting with the interstellar medium (ISM). The mechanism of diffuse emission is conventionally broken down into three classes, depending on the type of CR and the type of target it impinges upon. The dominant contribution to diffuse emission is from inelastic collisions of CR nuclei with ISM gas; these collisions produce neutral particles, predominantly π 0 and η mesons, whose decay products include photons. This emission is conventionally referred to as π 0 -emission [14, 15] . CR electrons can also interact with the ISM gas [16] . The resulting photons are collectively referred to as bremsstrahlung radiation. Finally, CR electrons may up-scatter low-energy background photons, from the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) as well as infrared and starlight, a process known as inverse Compton scattering (ICS) [16] . Other sources of diffuse gamma-rays include extragalactic sources, such as the Andromeda Galaxy, the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds, and the isotropic gamma-ray background. The isotropic gamma-ray background is known to include starforming galaxies, distant and misaligned active galactic nuclei, and misidentified CRs [17, 18] . In addition to these diffuse gamma rays, the gamma-ray sky also contains a multitude of point sources [19] , which may be blazars, millisecond pulsars, or, more exotically, annihilating dark matter inside galactic substructures [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
The standard method for analyzing gamma-ray data involves the use of "templates," whereby one fits the observed gamma-ray emission as a linear combination of model "maps" characterizing the three Milky Way diffuse emission components. The model maps in turn rely on observations at larger wavelengths and models of CR injection and propagation at high energy. The product of these observations and models are turned into gammaray maps by codes such as [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Such codes allow the observer to calculate the spatial and spectral characteris-tics of the emission from each physical process. Building these templates requires a detailed knowledge of both the ISM and the CR injection pattern and propagation behavior. Thus, this type of analysis depends on many complementary assumptions that characterize these aspects of the Milky Way.
Despite having caveats on the expected background and foreground emission the template analysis technique has had some significant successes. One of the spectacular features of the Milky Way detected in the Fermi data with the template-based approach is known as the Fermi Bubbles: two lobes of gamma-ray radiation with energies 0.5 GeV < ∼ E γ < ∼ 300 GeV extending orthogonally to the disk from the Galactic center, about 50
• north and south of the Galactic disk [30, 31] . Likewise, gamma-ray emission from Loop I has been identified using template techniques [31, 32] . Great attention has also been placed on an excess of GeV gamma-rays seen towards the Galactic Center and the Inner Galaxy [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , which were discovered using templates. The template technique has been implemented in disentangling the extragalactic gammaray background emission [23, 42] as well as the study of background/foreground emission around point sources [19, 41, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] from the gamma-ray data.
In this work we revisit the gamma-ray emission from the Fermi Bubbles and the Galactic center excess (GCE). We also characterize two additional components of gamma ray emission along the Galactic plane, identified previously by the Fermi collaboration [48] . Different template-based approaches have been used to characterize the Fermi Bubbles [30, 31, 49] and the GCE [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [50] [51] [52] [53] . The goal of this work is to extract information about these excesses with fewer assumptions than required with templates. Instead, we develop a method of analyzing gamma-ray maps directly based on the morphology of their underlying constituents. For this purpose, we use a wavelet transform. Wavelet transforms are widely used in other applications in image processing including image denoising [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , but they have not been applied to the analysis of gamma-ray data in place of, or alongside template-based methods to characterize large-scale features on the sky. The approach we take is to decompose a map using the isotropic undecimated wavelet transform on the sphere (IUWTS) [57] . We extend our previous work in [61] , where this method was tested on mock data. Each of our decomposed maps has the same number of pixels as the initial map. These output maps display features of increasing minimum angular size centered at each pixel.
In section II we discuss the data that we use, our initial assumptions, and the implementation of the wavelet transform. In section III we present our results, while in IV we compare these results with results from template analyses and initiate discussion of possible physical interpretations of these emissions. Finally in section V we conclude and discuss future directions for gamma-ray analysis that we can pursue with such techniques.
II. METHODOLOGY
In this section we discuss the Fermi-LAT data selection that we use, all the basic aspects of our wavelet analysis, and any additional assumptions we make before implementing the wavelet transform. The complete description of our technique and the motivations behind certain choices are given in [61] , where tests were performed using mock gamma-ray maps. The reader interested in our findings regarding the Fermi Bubbles and the GCE can go directly to section III.
A. Data Selection
We use Pass 8 gamma-ray data taken from 1 August 4th 2008 through November 2nd 2017. We use all CLEAN class events, with additional filters DATA_QUAL==1, LAT_CONFIG==1, and ABS(ROCK_ANGLE) < 52. We avoid data collected when the LAT passes through the South Atlantic Anomaly. We use Fermi ScienceTools P8v10r0p5 for selection event-cuts and to calculate the relevant exposure cube-files and exposure maps 2 . Our event maps are in HEALPix 3 projection [62] with NSide=128 (resolution index of 7), so that each map has 196,608 equal area pixels covering the full sky. We have cross-checked our findings with Pass 7 reprocessed data taken between August 4th 2008 and August 14 2014, see Appendix C. For the Pass 7 data we use ScienceTools P7v9r33p0 to obtain FRONT-converted CLEAN events, using the same cuts otherwise as above.
Because the wavelet decomposition splits the original map into maps of emission at different angular scales (see discussion in subsection II C and [61] ), the starting maps must include a large number of photons. This necessitates wide energy bins. We use six energy bins shown in Table I . For the reminder of the paper we refer to these energy bins by their geometric mean values or their label as given in Table I .
B. Templates and Point Sources
In this work, we analyze the gamma-ray emission in each of the six energy bins independently. We do not do a combined fit across all energy bins. As a result, our findings at any given energy bin rely only on the observations and instrument characterization for that particular energy range. For each energy bin, we start with a map of Fermi data, D(E). As an example, we show the data for the energy bin centered at 3.3 GeV in Figure 1 (left). Next, we subtract the expected diffuse emission given in Figure 1 (right). To evaluate the expected Galactic diffuse emission, we average 19 diffuse models developed in [40, 63] , each of which accounts for π 0 decay, ICS, and bremsstrahlung emission. We take models A-D, F-R, W and GXI in the listing of [40] (Appendix A), which is the same set that was used in [61] . We do not select the 19 diffuse emission models to best fit the D map. The 19 model maps were selected to envelop the diffuse emission uncertainties in the CR sources, the CR propagation, and the ISM gas and radiation field distributions. For further details see [40, 61, 63] . The systematic uncertainty that arises as a result of this choice of diffuse -and also point source-backgrounds is discussed in more detail in section III. In brief, we repeat the first step in our analysis by replacing the average of the 19 models by alternative sets of diffuse emission models.
We also subtract the emission of established gammaray point sources. The point sources we use for our main analysis are given by the 1FIG [41] catalog inside a 15
• × 15
• square centered at the Galactic Center and the 3FGL [19] catalog outside of this region (with the exception of 3FGL J1709.7-4429, a very bright source, which we discuss in more detail in Appendix A 1). We also test our results using only the 3FGL point-source catalog. As shown in Appendix A 2, our results are robust against these uncertainties, as expected from [40] .
We repeat this procedure for each energy bin to produce residual maps that we refer to as R(E). In this way, the first step in our analysis is a template procedure. By removing the main diffuse emission of the data map D, we can focus on unexplained features in the residual map. The residual map R(E 3 ) is shown in Figure 2 .
C. Using the Wavelet Transform
Our analysis relies in an essential way on the wavelet transform. The wavelet transform decomposes the data in such a way that the decomposed data simultaneously retain information about the position and the angular scale of the initial data. This wavelet decomposition is performed after the template-based step described in the preceding subsection. The output of the wavelet decomposition can either be in the form of a partition of the initial data, referred to as the "discrete wavelet transform," or in a redundant form referred to as the "stationary" or "undecimated" wavelet transform, which is translationally invariant. An undecimated wavelet transform therefore allows direct comparison of different wavelet "levels" against one another. Because the wavelet transform decomposes the map into different angular scales, differences between data and predictions are revealed as a function of characteristic angular scale. This is the key feature of the wavelet transform we wish to exploit.
Specifically, we use the Isotropic Undecimated Wavelet on the Sphere (IUWTS) [57] . The IUWTS is a spherical harmonic decomposition convolved with a special window function ψ, defined below. Because the IUWTS operates on the spherical harmonics of the initial image, it is inherently nonlocal: each level provides information about structures of different angular size with support at a given point. For more details on the history, uses, and varieties of wavelet transforms, we refer the interested reader to [58, 64] and references therein.
The output of the IUWTS applied to a residual map R(E) is j max different angular "wavelet levels" plus a monopole term; here and in what follows we will always take j max = 9. It is desirable that the window function that defines the wavelet decomposition is isotropic, so that azimuthal angular information is provided only by the initial data. The IUWTS relies on a "window function" ψ c whose spherical harmonics are defined as the difference of "smoothing functions." Letting hats indicate the spherical harmonic transform, the smoothing functions are cubic splines,
where Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. The window functions areψ max,j =φ 2 j / max −φ 2 j+1 / max and the wavelet levels areŵ j (E; R) ∝ψ max,jR (E) [57, 61] . An initial map R(E) is reconstituted from its wavelet levels by,
where the levels w j (R; E) and the average emission c jmax (R; E) each have the same dimensionality as the original map. In what we follows we will usually drop the auxiliary labels R and E. Summing up every pixel from a given wavelet level w j will give 0; contiguous regions within w j with positive pixels arise from the presence of features of angular size θ j ∼ 2 j × θ pix in the original image, where θ pix 0.5
• for our choice of HEALPix parameters. The angular scales that provide most of the support for each wavelet scale are recorded in Table II . As an example, the result of the wavelet decomposition on the map R(E 3 ) is shown in Figure 3 . There are several motivations for analyzing gamma-ray data with the wavelet transform. Most importantly, uncertainties in the expected gamma-ray background that arise from uncertainties in the interstellar medium properties and the galactic cosmic-ray distribution are more severe on smaller angular scales, while uncertainties from the ICS are relatively most important far from the Galactic disk. Also, our understanding of the Milky-Way gamma-ray point-source distribution is limited to the ones that are bright enough to be detected at high significance. Finding evidence for non-standard extended sources has inherent value for our understanding of the gamma-ray sky.
As we will shortly discuss in much more detail, our joint template-and wavelet-based analysis indicates four candidate regions of interest in the sky. After identifying these regions, we will focus on that part of the sky to further characterize the gamma-ray spectrum and morphology. For a region of interest denoted ROI from our residual R, we will use the shorthand,
The wavelet transform is performed on the entire sky once per energy bin. We identify regions of interest qualitatively using this decomposed data, though this can be done using a multiscale resolution analysis or a hardthresholding procedure [58] if desired. Due to its inherently nonlocal nature, the method for finding statistical error bars from the wavelet decomposition is nontrivial: the statistical error on a pixel Ω p from wavelet level w j is not simply ∝ w j | Ωp , since this is nonzero only if there is a structure of size 2 j × θ pix with support at Ω p . The procedure for extracting a well- • and +25
• show power at high wavelet levels, with relatively low normalization compared to lower levels. defined error bar on any linear combination of wavelet levels is defined explicitly in Appendix A of [61] . Unfortunately, this procedure is computationally expensive. In the present work, we will use the fact that the statistical error bar on any individual wavelet level is bounded from above by the statistical error bar on the entire flux of that pixel. We will show this upper limit on the statistical error bar as the statistical error bar on all wavelet levels and combinations thereof. We will see that the systematic error bars typically exceed these error bars, and thus that this analysis is systematics limited.
D. Systematic errors
The choice of the diffuse templates that we average together to produce our residual maps R(E) acts as a source of systematic uncertainty in our results. The 19 models (A-D, F-R, W and GXI) that form the base set that we average over are chosen to encompass the outside envelope of systematic errors derived in [40] . This combination of models encompasses uncertainties associated with the galactic diffusion of CRs, with the significance of convective winds perpendicular to the galactic disk, and with diffusive reacceleration of CRs at GeV energies. Moreover these models account for uncertainties associated to the position-and energy-dependence of CR energy losses. These models use different assumptions for the distribution and type of CR sources in the Milky Way, as well as for the spectral characteristics of the injected CRs into the ISM. Finally, the models used account for different assumptions regarding the distribution of the ISM gas and the magnetic and interstellar radiation fields.
To generate the systematic error bands that we show below, we repeat the first step in our analysis by replacing the average of these 19 models by certain well-motivated alternative sets. In addition to the base set of models we consider the average of two subsets of models from [40] : (i) A-C, F, I, M-O and R and (ii) A-D, W, GI, GIX, GXI, GXXI and GXXIX. Our three different sets of models are chosen to include varying ranges for the combination of astrophysical uncertainties discussed above. Our first set of models includes all the above mentioned astrophysical uncertainties. Our second option of models focuses more on modeling the uncertainties associated with the ISM gas distribution, while the third set of models envelops the CR propagation uncertainties.
III. RESULTS
The pixelization of the initial maps and the maximum angular mode of the spherical harmonic decomposition inherent to the IUWTS each provide a minimum angular scale for our analysis. We take NSide=128 in our HEALPix projection, giving pixels on a side of order 0.5
• , and we take j max = 9 for the wavelet transform, retaining spherical harmonics up to 2 jmax = 512, corresponding to angular scales of θ min = 0.7
• ≈ θ pix . Point sources can contaminate our residual image, especially at the lower levels of the wavelet decomposition, since the individual point sources will be as large as the instrumental PSF. At low energies the PSF is non-negligible, which sets the pixel and minimum angular sizes. Thus, we rely on the accuracy of the point-source catalog, before using the wavelet transform. We then determine whether a source can truly be taken as a point source by observing and removing any large-scale features around point sources of interest. In Appendix A we show an example of such an identification.
Using the wavelet decomposition of the residual maps as described in section II C, we now characterize the gamma-ray emission in the inner Galaxy. We identify four distinct emissions: the Fermi Bubbles, the GCE, and extended emissions on the Galactic disk centered at ≈ 25
• and at ≈ −20
• , which we henceforth refer to as West Diffuse Emission (WDE) and East Diffuse Emission (EDE), respectively. The presence of the EDE and WDE is clearly seen in the bottom row of Figure 3 : they are particularly bright on wavelet levels 4, 5, and 6 (i.e. angular scales between ∼5
• and 45 • ). These emissions are worth examining since their physical extent, their separation from the Galactic center, and the claimed size of the Galactic center excess are all comparable, so they could in principle mutually contaminate each other on the wavelet levels of interest for understanding the emis- Flux (cm 2 s 1 sr 1 GeV 1 ) (hist-equal)
FIG. 4. Map of the inner 120
• × 120
• gamma-ray sky at 3.3 GeV including wavelet scales of j ≥ 3, i.e. removing structures with support below 2.8
• . The Fermi Bubbles are quite distinct. The region with |b| < 2
• has been masked to make the interesting higher latitude emission more apparent.
sion from the Galactic center. All four emissions are also visible in Figure 4 , where we have masked the inner |b| ≤ 2
• to highlight these new diffuse emission components. We highlight here our result, discussed more below, that the three emission components with b = 0
• do not substantially overlap in longitude and, regardless of similarities in their underlying mechanisms, must originate in different parts of the Milky Way.
A. The Fermi Bubbles
We first study the Fermi Bubbles. The two Bubbles have been distinctly identified above 10
• [31, 49] . We confirm the well-known feature that there is a sharp drop in the residual emission at |b| > ∼ 50
• and | | > ∼ 20
• , as is clearly visible Figure 4 .
To characterize the Bubbles' emission as a function of latitude, we calculate the average flux in boxes of ∆b = 10
• for | | < 20
• including wavelet levels 1 through 9 (i.e. having subtracted the average across the sky). This is analogous to the template-based approach and does not use any special features of the wavelet decomposition. We show the result for the average flux calculated in this way for the 3.3 GeV energy bin in Figure 5 (left), and for other energy bins in Figure 5 (right) using the same latitude bins. The sharp increase in the gamma-ray residual emission for |b| < 5
• in all energy bins is partially attributed to the GCE. The GCE also may contribute to the next latitude bins (i.e. 5
• < |b| < 15 • ). We study these latitudes in the next section.
Away from the central three bins, the flux is relatively flat until |b| ≈ 50
• at which point the flux becomes negative, denoted in the plot by the "×" symbol. This marks the end of the Bubbles. This same behavior is replicated in all energy bins. This is demonstrated also in Figure 6 where we present the residual emission for wavelet levels of j ≥ 3 at the energy bins of 1.5, 3.3, 7.3, and 35 GeV. The Fermi Bubbles are clearly observed at these energies.
In addition, in Figure 6 we clearly identify a "cocoon" in the Southern Bubble at positive longitudes, extending to b ≈ −30
• in agreement with [31, 49] . Moreover, there is an indication of a Cocoon in the Northern Bubble at negative longitudes, extending to b ≈ +30
• . The Northern Cocoon is most evident at the energies of 7.3 and 16 GeV. It appears along roughly the same axis as the southern one, but is less bright. This part of the Northern sky has a larger column density of ISM gas along our line of sight, which results in a brighter background associated with π 0 and bremsstrahlung emission and correspondingly larger systematic uncertainties. Wavelets, which reduce susceptibility to systematic uncertainties on small angular scales, allow us to find this indication of a Northern Cocoon. At 7.3 GeV, where the Northern Cocoon is easiest to see, the associated flux is ∼ 10
, which is ∼ 30% dimmer than the Southern Cocoon at the same energy. These Cocoons may be an indication of jet emission along an axis that has a projected angle ≈ 30
• off the perpendicular to the disk. We leave further discussion on the interpretation of this result for section IV.
As mentioned earlier, Figure 5 demonstrates that the Bubbles have approximately constant brightness for −15
• > b > −45
• . We use this range of b and | | < 20
• to determine the energy spectrum of the Southern Bubble. We also calculate the spectrum excluding the first two wavelet levels, i.e. eliminating power at scales smaller than 2.8
• . We compare the spectra in Figure 7 and find that they are nearly identical. This demonstrates that the Southern Bubble is truly diffuse in its nature and not the accumulated emission from many small angular-scale sources, as would be expected from gamma-ray point sources or bright filaments (e.g., from emission correlated with gas). This is a test that can be performed optimally with wavelets, which are designed for such a type of analysis. The fractional difference in the flux is less than 2.5% at all energy levels. By using wavelets, we are thus able to make a claim about the details of the Bubble structure on a purely morphological basis.
We produce a similar spectrum for the Northern Bubble in Figure 7 . Above energies of 3 GeV the Northern Bubble appears almost entirely diffuse. For energies lower than 3 GeV, the systematics of the Northern Bubble are large, which potentially contributes to the power that we notice on the first two wavelet scales. This can be the result of the larger ISM gas column density in this part of the sky. The increased ISM gas column density creates large differences between the modeled predictions on the diffuse π 0 and bremsstrahlung emissions, which we have to subtract from the original data (see section II B). Any mis-modeling of these emissions leaves enough power at these scales and energies in the residual map R that is picked up by the wavelet decomposition. Thus, we conclude that the Northern Bubble is mostly diffuse emission, like the Southern Bubble, with additional contamination from mismodeled small-scale structure. This evidence that the Bubbles are truly large-scale diffuse emissions in their morphology is valuable for understanding their underlying mechanism. We leave this detailed discussion for section IV.
B. The Galactic Center Excess
Following [40] , we calculate the flux around the Galactic center in a number of different regions, as shown in Figure 8 . In addition to those used in [40] , we also include "region 0," defined by | |, |b| < 2. In Figure 9 , we show the residual emission in each region for each of our six energy bins. We find positive emission associated with the GCE in all energy bins for regions 0-VIII. Only region IX below 1 GeV and region X below 2 GeV have negative residual emission. We remind the reader that for any of these fluxes, the average across the entire sky has been removed, so these are fluxes on regions of a map with a zero average. We also point out that the lowest energy bin has the largest systematics.
As with our analysis of the Bubbles, we wish to compare the small-and large-scale nature of the GCE. This is shown in Figure 10 for the 3.3 GeV bin. In the blue band of Figure 10 we show the total GCE emission, or the sum of all 9 scales (as in the orange band of Figure 9 ), while in the red band we show the GCE emission only for wavelet scales with j ≥ 3. In regions I, III-V, IX, and X we find no significant difference with or without w 1 and w 2 , indicating little power at small scales. In contrast, the remaining GCE regions, all of which lie close to the Galactic midplane, provide evidence that emission with support on smaller angular scales has been mismodeled. Intriguingly, this power does not have a fixed sign: in region 0 there is evidence for positive power in w 1 and w 2 , which can indicate the existence of additional point sources in the very inner few degrees around the Galactic Center. However, in regions II, VII, and VIII there is significant negative power at small angular scales: in Figure 10 the blue bands lie below the red bands for those regions. This suggests the presence of spurious emission in the diffuse templates along the Galactic disk.
The GCE is complicated in its nature, being neither fully diffuse, nor dominated by emission at the smallest scales. The small-scale emission near the Galactic disk is not well accounted for by the templates or the 1. × 10
Bubbles and GCE vs. latitude, all scales, 3.3 GeV 
Bubbles and GCE vs. latitude point-source catalog that we have used. We discuss the interpretation of this spurious power in more detail in the following section.
In Figure 11 we show the GCE emission associated with scales j ≥ 3 vs j ≥ 1 for the energy bins between 3.3 and 35 GeV. At 0.68 and 1.5 GeV the systematic uncertainties are large enough to prevent any conclusions regarding the nature of the GCE emission and are omitted here for clarity (see though Figure 19 of Appendix A 2).
At energies of 7.3, 16, and 35 GeV, our findings are similar to the ones at 3.3 GeV. An insignificant portion of the excess in Regions I, III, IV, V, IX, and X can be associated with small angular scales. More power originates at small scales for regions 0, II, VII, and VIII, though with the negative sign that we noted above. Region VI is more diffuse in nature at higher energies and becomes similar to its reflection across the disk, region V. As for 3.3 GeV, the sign of these contributions from small scales varies systematically with position relative to the Galactic disk. We leave the interpretation of these results for section IV and present additional information in Appendix A 2.
In Figure 12 we show the GCE flux spectra (multiplied by E 2 ) from all wavelet levels for the different regions. The spectra from regions 0-VIII are consistently positive, while the flux from region IX is negative in its first energy bin and in region X in its first two energy bins. Since the wavelet transform removes the monopole term of the entire sky, negative fluxes are expected in dim regions of the sky that are adjacent to an excess. From Figure 12 we see that the majority of spectra, when positive, can be fit by a broken power law, dN/dE ∝ E −α , with α ≤ 2 at low energies and α > 2 above the break. The break in most cases occurs in the 5-10 GeV bin, although in regions VI and X it is in the 10-23 GeV bin and in regions I, II, and IV there is little evidence for a break. Since we use a small number of bins, we avoid spectral analysis beyond this level. The main goal of this wavelet technique is to identify diffuse emissions, study their morphology in a less biased way than a template technique and also discuss the nature of these diffuse emissions in terms of the angular scales where most of their power lies. Yet, since our wavelet based technique is carried out on the sky after subtracting an average background and also removes the full sky average from the maps, many photons are lost. Thus, these advantages come at the expense of wider energy bins, and as a result a poorer understanding 
• (blue) and ∼3
• (red). Systematic uncertainties are shown by bands. The two spectra are nearly identical, providing compelling proof that the southern bubble is diffuse. of the spectral properties.
Our wavelet-based approach can also assess the location of the center of the GCE emission and its extent in longitude and latitude at different energies. These important aspects of the GCE are contested by different results (see e.g. [38-40, 53, 65, 66] ) and are crucial for the interpretation of the underlying emission. To initially address these questions, we consider only the wavelet scales of 1-6, i.e. GCE 1−6 , Equation (3), which ignores power that is in scales larger than 45
• ; we do not want the Fermi Bubbles or other regions of the Milky Way to affect our results. In Figure 13 we show the sum of wavelet levels 1-6 for a window of 40
• × 40
• around the Galactic center at 0.68 GeV. GCE
1−6 appears off-center by ≈ 4 • toward < 0. We now try to quantify this, using two slightly different approaches. The results are presented in Table III , along with similar analyses carried out on the EDE and the WDE, see Section III C. For our first approach, shown in Figure 14 , the center of the GCE 1−6 emission is calculated by translating a 10
• × 10
• window along the disk (b = 0 • ) and finding the longitude for which the average GCE 1−6 flux in the window is maximal. This is different from finding the pixel with the maximum flux along the disk-for instance, we average over emission from sub-threshold point sources in the 10
• window, and are thus less sensitive to individual undiscovered point sources. Although different from finding the brightest pixel, if we had defined the center as the brightest pixel of GCE 1−6 along the disk our results would change by only ≈ 1
• . We see that this approach confirms, across all energy bins, what was seen in Figure 13 : the center of GCE 1−6 is offset from the Galactic center by ≈ −4
• .
The second approach, shown in Figure 15 , is inherently more wavelet based: we consider the flux within a strip |b| < 0.5
• over the region | | ≤ 40
• and omit small angular scales, analyzing only GCE 3−6 . This ROI contains TABLE III. For each of the three disk-centric excesses we present their centers calculated using the smoothed approach on wavelet levels 1-6 and unsmoothed on levels 3-6. We also present the full width at half maximum (FWHM) along the disk (FWHM ) and perpendicular to the disk (FWHM ⊥ ), using ROI 3−6 . This is done for all six energy bins. Figure 8 at E = 3.3 GeV. The flux is presented as two series, one including power from all scales, j ≥ 1 (blue), and one including only j ≥ 3 (red). The differences between the two fluxes in regions I, III, IV, V, IX, and X are ∼10%, while in regions 0, II, VI, VII, and VIII the differences go from ∼30 up to 100%.
the GCE as well as both the EDE and the WDE. This choice of levels is motivated by trying to find large diffuse objects, but ignores the wavelet levels j ≥ 7 at which point the excesses merge. Since the ROI contains three diffuse objects, we fit the flux in each energy bin as the sum of three gaussians and an additional constant; the constant is included to represent the "long wavelength" modes we have explicitly ignored. The width, central pixel, and normalization of these gaussians are allowed to float. The region of interest made from only the highest of these wavelet levels, GCE 5−6 , is well fit by two gaussians and GCE 4−6 is well fit by the same solution we find for GCE 3−6 but has less resolved substructure. We present the results of this fit for GCE 3−6 for the 3.3 GeV energy bin in Figure 15 and for the 7.3 GeV bin in Figure 21 . This approach simultaneously finds the centers of the diffuse excesses as well as their extension along the disk. The results are presented in Table III , and again confirm the shift in the center. Figure 8 and at several energies. We show the flux from scales j ≥ 3 in the heavily shaded bands and j ≥ 1 in the fainter bands.
To find the extent of the excesses perpendicular to the disk we look at the flux along a 1
• slice in and −20
• < b < 20
• . The value of is fixed to the center of each excess as found by the first of our wavelet-based fitting procedures. Since the disk is a sizable background and can bias the preferred value of the image component heights, we fit the flux in the perpendicular direction to a sum of two gaussians and a constant, but the normalizations of the gaussians are fixed to the best fit values for the constant and relevant gaussian found in the previous step. The results of this procedure are shown Table III .
We find that the GCE is off-center by 3
• -6
• at all energies. This result is to some extent affected by specific nearby point sources. Omitting scales 1 and 2, this offset is smaller but still at negative .
C. The Diffuse Disk Emissions Centered at ≈ 25
• and ≈ −20
• Similar to our analysis of the GCE, we study the two additional emissions that we identified along the disk. These diffuse emissions are bright, close to the Galactic center, and extended enough to possibly contaminate the GCE at large wavelet scales j ≥ 7. Template works that extend out to these regions will try to fit their emission, potentially biasing the best fit diffuse emission parameters if they are not included in the model. The information regarding their centers and widths versus energy is given in Table III . We find that both the WDE and the EDE are significantly more elongated along the Galactic disk than the GCE emission. We tested how these results would have changed if we had used a different number of wavelet scales in calculating them, and we found that the WDE and the EDE remain significantly more elongated along the Galactic disk than the GCE emission.
In Figure 14 we show the data we used to determine centers of the three emissions (red points), as the average flux within a window translated along the disk from = −45
• to = +45
• . In blue are fluxes using scales 1-6 summed; in red are those using only scales 3-6. We show our results at all energy bins. The three major diffuse emissions along the disk (GCE, WDE, and EDE) can be clearly seen. Furthermore, by comparing the blue to the red points, we quantify the impact of small scale structures as those coming from collections of unidentified/mis-modeled point sources.
To give the exact decomposition of flux of these emissions, in Table IV we give the associated average flux within a 10
• window centered at the WDE and EDE for each energy and wavelet scale. These are partial fluxes and inform us of the gamma-ray emission at different scales. We also give for comparison the results of the GCE 1−6 . Again for the sake of comparison, we do not use a different center at each energy for a given emission; instead, we choose the emission's center at the third energy bin, −6
• for the GCE 1−6 , 26
• for the WDE, and −19
• for the EDE. We find that within these windows the WDE, the GCE 1−6 , and the EDE have between 85% and 97% of their averaged emission at scales j ≥ 3 at all energies. We discuss the interpretation of these results in section IV.
IV. CONNECTION WITH PREVIOUS WORKS AND INTERPRETATIONS
The Fermi Bubbles' morphology has been studied in several works [30, 31, 49, 67, 68] . Several ideas have been proposed for their origin. If the charged particles that produce the Bubbles are CR electrons, a few underlying physical mechanisms could be at work. A regular injection of plasma causing 1 st order Fermi acceleration in the central part of the Galaxy [69, 70] , 2 nd order Fermi acceleration in turbulent regions of the Bubbles [71] , or anisotropic CR diffusion, preferentially in the direction perpendicular to the Galactic plane [72, 73] , could cause • ≤ ≤ 45
• , averaging over a 10 • × 10
• moving box. We show the flux in scales 1 ≤ j ≤ 6 (blue points) and in scales 3 ≤ j ≤ 6 (red points). The GCE, the WDE, and the EDE are all clearly visible especially once we remove power from the lowest two wavelet scales. 2. × 10 • of the Galactic midplane, for the 3.3 GeV energy bin. In each case the wavelet coefficients (blue dots) are fit by the sum of a constant and three gaussians, shown in gray, dot-dashed blue, solid green and dashed red to represent the disk, GCE, EDE, and WDE, respectively. Remaining panels: fits to the latitude profiles of the disk, GCE, EDE, and WDE with normalizations fixed from the fit in the top left panel.
the Bubbles. Alternatively, they could be evidence of jet emission from the supermassive black hole in the center of our Galaxy occurring a few Myrs ago [74] [75] [76] [77] . If instead the charged particles are protons, then these protons would be the result of star formation activity over a period of Gyrs transferred away from the disk by strong Galactic winds [78, 79] .If the Bubbles are sourced by CR protons, the gamma-ray emission that constitutes the Bubbles would acquire a morphology that is similar to the filamentary target gas. Thus, there would be small scale structure within the Bubbles which would be manifestly evident in our wavelet-based analysis.
In Figure 5 we give the Bubbles' latitude profile, while in Figures 4 and 6 we show their morphology on the sky. Our results for |b| ≥ 15
• are in agreement with previous works regarding their flatness and extent. More impor- • centered at the GCE 1−6 , the WDE, and the EDE for each energy bin and wavelet scale up to j ≤ 6. While the centers of these emissions are energy dependent, for simplicity we use the centers at E3 as given in Table III. tantly, and as a direct result of the wavelet analysis, we are able to observe that the flux derives almost entirely from scales j ≥ 3 (Figures 7) , which favors the leptonic origin of the Bubbles. In no part of the Fermi Bubbles spectrum for |b| ≥ 15
• do we find an indication for emission in small angular scales. The lack of power on low wavelet scales disfavors an explanation of the Fermi Bubbles that originates in collections of point sources or brightening of gas filaments. This points towards a leptonic CR origin for the Bubbles.
Interestingly, we find evidence not only for a Southern Cocoon, but also for a similar emission in the Northern hemisphere, along the same axis as the southern one, dimmer by a factor of ∼30%. Previous works have found the Southern Cocoon [49, 68] , with no clear consensus on the emission at the Northern hemisphere. The brighter overall emission in the Northern hemisphere and the dimmer emission from the Northern Cocoon make its detection more challenging. These Cocoons, as with the Bubbles, can be the result of episodic CR outflows either originating directly from accretion by the super-massive black hole in the center of the Milky Way, or from conditions in the surrounding environment. The axis of the Cocoons has an apparent ∼ 30
• inclination to the perpendicular to the disk. The actual inclination angle may be different, with the Southern Cocoon being directed toward us, such that its relative brightness may be due to projection effects. Finally, from observations of radio galaxies where CR electrons are injected from the central black hole, we know that the brightness of the radio jets and Bubbles are not the same [80, 81] . The fact that the Northern Cocoon is only about a factor ∼ 30% dimmer than the southern one indicates that these effects are mild in the case of our Galaxy.
In Figure 16 , we compare the Southern Fermi Bubble spectrum at wavelet levels 1-9 from Figure 7 to earlier results [31, 49] .The Southern hemisphere is cleaner than the Northern hemisphere, making the comparison easier. We find that while the flux from the Bubbles is smaller than that of [49] it agrees well with [31] , but within the uncertainties our results agree with both [31, 49] . • , | | ≤ 20
• from this work, compared to template works [31, 49] . Now we discuss the residual emission at the lower latitudes of the gamma-ray sky; eventually we will discuss possible connections to the Bubbles. The inner galaxy is inherently more complicated than the high latitudes where we identify the Bubbles. The expected background emission is comprised of several stellar components, including the stellar bulge, stellar halo, and clusters of stars. Moreover, the preliminary results indicated above in Figure 14 illustrate that there are multiple interesting emission regions of similar extent, separation, and brightness at low latitude. Finally, the a priori expectation at lower latitudes is that there are contributions of unknown size and extent from point sources which, with uncertain fidelity, follow the stellar distribution. Most point sources from the inner galaxy will be below the Fermi detection threshold, which is highest in that direction [19, 82] . Yet, how much of the total gamma-ray emission comes from detectable point sources depends on the exact luminosity distribution of the underlying population. All of these confounding factors make the low Galactic latitudes a rich environment for study, and the different characteristic angular scales of the emission components makes the wavelet decomposition a promising tool for investigating this region.
Millisecond pulsars (MSPs) may potentially play a role in the GCE. The exact assumptions regarding their luminosity distribution, spectra, and progenitor history have a strong impact on whether they are a viable option for the GCE [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] , or if they are indeed responsible for it [36, [88] [89] [90] [91] . In the case where MSPs haven't been excluded, we expect to find many more such sources in the next years with Fermi data or through observations at different energy [85, [92] [93] [94] [95] . In a wavelet-based approach, one might expect that point sources will show up as additional power at small angular scales [61] .
For these reasons, the results in Figures 10, 11 , and 19 are relevant, since they give us a first indication of whether the observed GCE emission has power in the lowest angular scales. We point out that the comparison between diffuse and point-source emission is not so straightforward in region 0, because this region is only 4
• × 4
• in size and the radial distribution of the gammaray sources may have different structure here than elsewhere. In this region, even an inherently diffuse emission that peaks at the Galactic center, e.g. GeV-scale annihilating dark matter, would predict significant power at the lowest wavelet scales, and conversely, inherently pointsource-like emission would become so crowded that it would have substantial power above the lowest wavelet scales. Thus, results in the regions further from the Galactic center are a more interesting test of the contribution from small angular scales to the GCE.
Regions VII and VIII are the easiest to understand and compare to, since they are removed from the center, far from the Bubbles, and in these parts of the sky point sources from the Galactic disk are expected to be relatively most dominant. At 1.5 GeV and above, in these two regions we find that ∼30-50% of the total (1 ≤ j ≤ 9) emission is in the first two wavelet scales, and moreover the first two wavelet scales contribute negatively. There are 1.2 3FGL point sources per deg 2 on average in these two windows. This is still higher than the average of 1.02 3FGL point sources per deg 2 along the two stripes of 2
• ≤ |b| ≤ 5
• extending at all longitudes: Regions VII and VIII are rich in detected point sources. Only Regions II and VI have a similar ∼ 30% of their emission in the first two wavelet scales, which is also negative. The magnitude and the sign of this small scale contribution is intriguing. The negative sign in the first two wavelet levels for the regions near the Galactic center and Galactic disk means that unphysical flux has been imparted to the templates on small angular scales at intermediate angular distances from the Galactic center. This is suggestive either of mismodelled bremsstrahlung and pion emission or the inclusion of spurious point sources near the galactic center. We note that Region 0 does not suffer from a similarly large negative contribution at small angular scales. This may be an indication of the large positive contribution from the GCE, or an issue with the procedure to determine the point-source maps.
At higher energies, we find that region VI shows less power at the first two wavelet scales, while for region II the significance of the low scales remains relevant. We show our results at all energies in Appendix A 2. In region I we find that there is less power in small scales compared to region II, but still more than what we find for regions III, IV, V, IX, and X (and at all energies). These regions along with VI show a robust excess emission that is diffuse in its nature, i.e. contained on scales w j with j ≥ 3. This is a significant result and together with the derived spectra of the GCE for these regions (given in Figure 12 ) confirms results from template analyses in these latitudes [37, 40, 50] . The GCE does indeed extend above 5
• in latitude and can be observed up to ∼20
• . For latitudes between 5 • and 15
• there is a hard spectrum with a break at ∼5 GeV. Still, there may be an underlying connection between the GCE and the Fermi Bubbles, as discussed in [96, 97] . Our analysis can not fully disentangle these two emissions but does find clear evidence of an excess diffuse gamma-ray emission in these latitudes, indicating that either the Bubbles extend down to ∼5
• , getting brighter at low latitudes, or that the GCE extends to higher than 5
Interestingly, regions I and II, where point sources may contribute to the spectra at low energies, show no clear change from a smooth power-law. The combination of spectral and morphological results in Figures 9 through 12 gives indications that a different type of gamma-ray emission mechanism may be operating, as compared to the emission at higher latitudes. Any such emission mechanism also dominates the point-source rich regions VII and VIII. It is our opinion that these results show point source contribution at latitudes |b| ≤ 5
• . We believe that this point alone is a matter worthy of a follow up analysis [98] .
Our results are qualitatively unchanged upon using different point source data. Identifying a point source toward the Galactic center and accurately characterizing its spectrum is not a trivial task. There is strong diffuse emission from the Galactic disk as well as other point sources that are at an angular separation below the point spread function of the instrument at low energies where, most photons are observed. Models of the diffuse disk emission have been shown to impact not only the spectra of the point sources but also their identification [41] . The Fermi-Collaboration has produced different point source catalogs towards the inner galaxy [19, 41, 47] . In our analysis we remove the point source emission using the spectra from the 3FGL catalog [19] for the Galactic sky at angles outside of a 15
• window centered at the Galactic center. For the inner galaxy window we use the 1FIG point source catalog [41] . In Appendix A 2 we show how the results for regions 0 and I-IV are affected by changing the point source catalog that we use. As we include more flux from point sources, the total residual GCE emission decreases, with-as expectedthe emission in the lowest two wavelet scales j = 1, 2 being affected the most. Removing the emission from more point sources impacts almost entirely the emission from the lower wavelet scales. Changing the point-source catalog in the inner 15
• window does not affect our main conclusions regarding the diffuse nature of regions III and IV, which are affected by about ∼ 10% from our reference choices. Regions V, VI, and further out are entirely unaffected. For more discussion we direct the reader to Appendix A 2.
Recent works [65, 66] have suggested that there are indications that the GCE is off the center of the Milky Way and has deviations from spherical symmetry. Earlier works [38] [39] [40] 53] had found the GCE to be spherical and only with weak statistical indication of being offcenter. In this work we find that the amount by which the GCE is off center is mildly affected by the wavelet scales used. Using all scales we find the offset to be at = −4
• to −6
• , while if we omit the lowest two wavelet scales we find it to be at = −3
• ; for details, see Table III or Figure 14 and 15. Masking out the bright disk contribution within |b| ≤ 2
• , we find the offset to be reduced to = −1
• for energies between 1 and 10 GeV. Above 10 GeV the offset remains at = −4
• , −5
• , while below 1 GeV the offset becomes positive, = +3
• . This strong dependence of the offset on the latitude cut imposed is suggestive of missing or mis-modeled point sources in that region.
It has been recently suggested that the GCE is elongated along the disk [66] . We support claims that the GCE is elongated along the disk. Still, this emission is more spherical than the WDE and the EDE. Point sources along the disk at low energies or emission from the Bubbles at high latitudes and high energies could potentially contaminate the GCE at the level seen here.
Finally, in Figure 17 , we compare the energy spectrum of the GCE to the works of [40, 41] in the same region and the extrapolated spectrum in the same region from the work of [39] . These works modeled the Bubbles as a separate template component, so we show the difference in our GCE spectra in the window of 2
• ≤ |b| ≤ 20
• , ≤ 20
• from the Southern Bubble spectrum of Figure  7 . Our spectrum agrees with [39, 40] within the quoted uncertainties up to 5 GeV. Above 5 GeV we find a significantly harder spectrum, leading to a higher flux, closer to [41] (see also [99] ). This may indicate either that the GCE is indeed brighter at these latitudes and energies than previous works have suggested, or we may be seeing contamination from the Bubbles, which might be brighter at |b| ≤ 20
• than further away from the disk. Energy (GeV)
• from this work and its comparison to the template works of [39] and [40] . Since in those works the Fermi Bubbles were removed from the GCE region emission, we subtract the Southern Bubble spectrum, properly weighting its coefficient based on the overlap between the Bubbles template and the region defined above.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have used wavelets to analyze the Fermi data from August of 2008 to November 2017 for energies from 0.48 to 52 GeV, following the techniques developed first in [61] . We identify the Fermi Bubbles and the Southern Cocoon while finding evidence for a Northern Cocoon that is ∼30% dimmer than the southern one and aligned on the same axis. This axis is at an angle of ∼30
• from the perpendicular to the Galactic disk. The wavelet decomposition naturally separates emission power in different angular scales, and we use this to show that the Bubbles are diffuse in nature and not a collective effect of emission in small angular scales (e.g., from point sources or filaments). We also find the spectrum of the Bubbles in our results are in agreement with previous analyses.
Focusing on the Galactic center, we find clear evidence for power up to |b| of 20
• , with the emission at |b| ≥ 5
• being clearly diffuse, i.e. having little power in the smaller angular scales. Instead at |b| ≤ 5
• and all along the disk, the GCE has power in smaller angular scales. This could indicate some point source contamination or mismodeling of the diffuse emission at small angular scales. Still, more than 50% of that emission is at angular scales of j ≥ 3, which translates to diffuse emission power on scales of 5
• and larger. Our results strongly indicate that there is a smooth transition between the Fermi Bubbles and the GCE or that one of the following statements hold: the GCE extends up to 20
• in |b|, or the Bubbles extend down to at least 5
• in |b| and are brighter in those latitudes (5 • ≤ |b| ≤ 20
• ) than at |b| ≥ 20
• . Possibly, these two emissions are physically connected, as the result of CR outbursts either directly from the supermassive black hole or from the surrounding environment [96, 97] .
We have broken the inner Galaxy into 11 subregions to see how the spectrum changes between different regions. We find the GCE spectra at low latitudes to be different from those of regions with |b| > 5
• . The model of point sources in the inner part of the Galaxy does not qualitatively affect our results. Yet, the fact that we find negative flux emission from the lowest scales in that part of the sky, indicates that we need a better understanding of these point sources before clearly deciding on the origin of the GCE emission. We find that the GCE is potentially offset by −4
• in , larger than what has been found by other approaches. Masking out the Galactic disk, the offset becomes −1
• in at energies between 1 and 10 GeV, but is larger at lower and higher energies. This larger offset, and its sensitivity to masking, may again indicate contamination from uncertain point-source distributions.
Further out from the Galactic center, we identify two diffuse emission components at −20
• and +25
• . Each is significantly more elongated along the disk than the GCE. While physically the sources of these emissions are separated by a few kpc from the center of the Galaxy and arise from different underlying physics, their angular separation and their extent of about 20
• in may contaminate the GCE emission.
Looking forward, we consider that further analysis of point sources in the inner Galaxy is necessary to better understand the GCE, leaving this to future work [98] . In this paper we have shown the insights that a wavelet analysis of the Fermi sky can provide, in terms of the morphologies of gamma-ray emissions. This technique can be used on observations from instruments like CALET [100] , DAMPE [101] , Gamma 400 [102] , e-ASTROGAM [103] at different energies and with different angular resolution. Wavelets work best for observations where the instrument has a large field of view, good angular resolution, and good sensitivity. The first two characteristics are important to ensure a large dynamic range in wavelet scales, including both small and large angular scale emission. Instrument sensitivity ensures a large number of photons, necessary for extending this technique to higher energy. Wavelet analyses provide morphological information with less bias, as long as the data set contains sufficient photons. Templates on the other hand are efficient even with relatively low statistics, and thus provide valuable information on spectral studies, where one can split the data into many energy bins. Gamma-ray analyses of future observations should include the use of wavelets along with templates to combine the strengths of both techniques.
Using the method described in Section II, we identified a strong point source at ( , b) = (−17
• , −2.6 • ), corresponding to J1709.7-4429 of the 3FGL catalog [19] . Due to this large flux in our residual maps we concluded that this point source was under-modeled. To correct for this we adjusted the parameters (spectral index, cut-off, and normalisation) describing the spectrum of that source in a trial-and-error process, ultimately modeling out ∼85% of its residual emission. This process is summarized in Figure 18 .
The Impact of Point Sources in the Inner
In Section III B we discussed how negative flux in low wavelet scales in the inner Galaxy points towards mismodelling of small scale structure in these regions. In particular, we showed in Figure 10 the GCE emission from all regions at 3.3 GeV both from all scales or from scales j ≥ 3. Regions I, II, VII, and VIII all showed significant negative power at small angular scales. We now present the equivalent of Figure 10 for all energy bins, in Figure 19 . This information was contained in Figure 9 (all scales) and Figure 11 , but we present it again in Figure 19 for ease of comparison.
We also study the impact on the GCE emission from changing the catalog of point sources that we model out from the inner 15
• window. As shown in Figure 8 , only regions 0 and I-IV can be affected by these choices. In Figure 20 , we show the GCE emission in these regions for three different choices of point-source catalog that we use and for three different energies; 3.3, 7.3, and 16 GeV.
Moving from left to right we increase the modeled flux from point sources. In the left column we use only the 3FGL point sources as done in every other part of the sky. In the middle column we replaced the 3FGL with the 1FIG sources. Going from 3FGL to 1FIG exchanges 21 new 1FIG point sources for 38 3FGL sources (which are typically dimmer). In the third column we show our results when we use both 3FGL and 1FIG point sources (for the 27 sources that appear in both catalogs we use the 1FIG information). • . The second is the data map, with all 9 wavelet levels (and the monopole) subtracted off. The location of J1709.7-4429 point source becomes obvious. The second pair of maps matches the first but zooms in to with 2
• around J1709.7-4429. In the bottom right residual map, showing remaining flux after retuning the parameters describing the point-source spectrum, 85% of the of the emission of the point source has been removed.
Changing the point sources in the inner 15
• window affects the results of region 0 by a factor of 2-3, while for regions III and IV the effect is only 10-20%, in agreement with our basic conclusion that these regions are diffuse in nature. In Figure 21 we present a fit for the excess emission components that lie along the Galactic disk, following the procedure discussed in Section III B for the energy bin centered at 7.3 GeV. These fits reveal structures of essentially the same location and extent as those in the energy bin at 3.3 GeV, which were presented in Figure 15 . We obtain similar results for the remaining energy bins. Furthermore, we find that the same three well-separated residuals are apparent when omitting w 3 from the analysis, though the residuals begin to merge when we omit w 4 . The are shown in Figure 22 .
Appendix C: Results with PASS 7 Data
This work has focused on Pass 8 data. We briefly present here the basic results of section III using instead Pass 7 data from August 4th 2008 to August 14 2014 (see discussion in section II A). We focus on the Fermi Bubbles and the GCE. In Figure 23 , we give the Southern and Northern Bubbles spectra, derived using either all wavelet scales or just scales j ≥ 3. The difference between the results in the two sets of scales is small. These spectra are in agreement with the Pass 8 spectra of Figure 7 .
In Figure 24 , we show the equivalent result to Figure 10 , for the GCE regions with Pass 7 data. Like with Pass 8, regions III, IV, V, VI, IX, and X have little power in the smaller angular scales, with regions 0, I, II, VII, VIII having ∼30-50% of their emission in the first two scales.
Finally, in Figure 25 , we give the spectra for the GCE in its subregions. Our spectra with Pass 7 are similar to those of Pass 8 given in Figure 12 . Figure 8 and at each of our energy bins. Fluxes include power from all scales, j ≥ 1 (blue), or from only j ≥ 3 (red). At the lowest energies the systematics are large. At energies 3.3 GeV and above we can see the contrast between small-scale and large-scale emission. Small-scale emission is most important in regions 0, II, VII, and VIII, while regions III, IV, V, and IX are more diffuse. Region I is intermediate, and region VI at the higher three energy bins is clearly as diffuse as its mirror to the Galactic disk, region V. Compare to Figure 10 and Figure 11 . Figure 7 we show results with all scales j ≥ 1 (blue) or j ≥ 3 (red). These two spectra agree with our PASS 8 Results and lead to the robust conclusion that the Bubbles are almost exclusively composed of diffuse emission. Figure 12 .
